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INTRODUCTION
Since the Internet and communication networks are rapidly 

growing, the security and privacy of users are challenged with great 
feelings of vulnerability. In contrast, Internet cryptology is the defence 
technique or anonymity of writing or reading and delivering messages 
in the encrypted form [1,2]. Many cryptographic algorithms have 
been proposed and applied to provide consumers with safe internet-
based transactions. However, with society’s hacking rate increasing, it 
seems additional study eff orts are needed. Th e latest rampant hacking 
encounters have made existing cryptographic algorithms no longer 
secure [3-7]. Th e measurement of encryption assumes a vital role 
in protecting knowledge as it is substituted or shared. Th ere are two 
styles of encryption algorithms: symmetric key encryption algorithms 
and key encryption algorithms. While asymmetric, Symmetric Key 
Encryption or secret key encryption algorithm requires two keys, uses 
the same key to encrypt and decrypt.

Literature review

[8,9] postulated that Blowfi sh is a vector. Th e algorithm is divided 
into two parts: critical expansion and data encryption. A 448-bit 
key is extended into 4168-byte arrays by crucial development. Th e 
data were encrypted using Feistel’s 16-round network. Each round 
includes key-dependent permutation as well as data-dependent 
substitution. Both 32-bit XORs and attaches. Th e only extras are four 
round-indexed data lookups. Using a 64-bit block size (compared to, 
say, AES’ 128-bit block size) makes it vulnerable to attacks, especially 
in contexts like HTTPS [10]. Because of its limited block size, it was 
not advised to encrypt 4GB of data.

According to John Kelsey, an attack developed by the researcher 
could break 3-round Blowfi sh, whereas he could not expand it. When 
Fis is known, diff erential cryptanalysis can reveal all other keys with 
248 plain texts selected against the number of rounds when restricted 
to round eight. However, it is exceedingly diffi  cult for Florence’s 
more signifi cant number. Despite that, blowfi sh are extraordinarily 
known as the best block cipher in terms of speed; increasing the 
number of bits will enhance the performance [11-14]. Two fi sh 
encryption algorithm based on Blowfi sh takes128 bits block size as 
input was admitted and seen as the best algorithm compared with 
AES [15,16]. It generates high-security strength but has low speed 

as compared with Blowfi sh. Two fi sh is regarded as a well-known 
usage compared with Blowfi sh [17]. Blowfi sh has two parts critical 
expansion and data encryption. Th e critical expansion parts applied 
XOR to the variable key length. Th e plain text is also used to produce 
subkeys in which four critical independent s-boxes are generated. 
Every round needs four KB, making the algorithm unsuitable for 
several devices with small memory, such as smart cards and phones. 
Using the said techniques, computing subkeys in each round fallout 
to a slower operation, making it effi  cient when using an application 
that needs changing secret key regularly [18,19]. At the same time, 
three possible simplifi cations recommended by [20-22] aimed at 
increasing the security strength without aff ecting the execution 
speed. Most researchers concentrate more on reducing execution 
time by improving Blowfi sh’s key generation to produce subkeys 
[22]. However, the outcomes of the researchers were able to achieve a 
slight time reduction in time complexity which may harm the security 
strength. Some researchers have proposed the extension of the block 
size of Blowfi sh to 128- bit [23]. However, the fi ndings suggest that 
additional study is needed to boost speed while complying with the 
security strength requirement. Th is research presents a modifi ed 
blowfi sh approach with the fewest possible iterations.

Th e following objectives were explored: to compare the 
performance of the modifi ed Blowfi sh, Blowfi sh, and Twofi sh 
techniques in terms of encryption. From there, a modifi ed blowfi sh 
method is presented, which uses a 128-bit block size and a modifi ed 
fi estal iterative structure to improve performance and a new F-function 
to improve security. Decryption speed; and compare the performance 
of the modifi ed algorithm and Blowfi sh in terms of security utilizing 
the avalanche eff ect. Th is research will modify Blowfi sh to employ a 
128-bit block size and a 128-bit key as established in Figure 1. Th e 
increase in block size would allow for fi le encryption with a lower risk 
of duplicate blocks. Th e original Blowfi sh structure will be retained, 
but the number of boxes will be reduced from four to two to reduce 
memory consumption.

Th e algorithm shows:

1. Blowfi sh’s 16 rounds.

2. Th e input is a 64-bit element, x.

3. Divide x into two 32-bit halves.
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4. Th en, for I = 1-16:

xL = xL Pi XOR

F(xL) XOR XR

5. Swap XL/XR

6. Aft er round sixteenth, exchange xL and xR to reverse the 
previous swap.

xR = xR XOR P17 and xL = xL XOR P18.

7. Recombine XL and XR to get the ciphertext.

8. Decryption is the same as encryption, except that P1, P2,..., P18 
are used in reverse sequence.

9. Blowfi sh implementations requiring the highest speeds can 
unroll the loop and ensure all subkeys are placed in a cache.

Summary of related works

[10,11] stated that various applications, such as multimedia 
transmission and data storage use VC-based security systems. It takes 
one encrypted picture and makes it seem to be several unsecured 
pictures via a process known as “printing transparencies.” It is 
pretty simple to decode the secret because it does not necessitate 
any cryptography understanding of computation. However, the 
researchers found that fraudulent shareholders are highly likely 
to present falsifi ed shares during the covert reconstruction phase, 
causing signifi cant harm to honest shareholders. Th e researchers 
[12] [24-26] proposed a secure method for verifying cheating shares 
to accomplish a fair picture secret reconstruction. It was created to 
allow the original shareholders of the XOR-based VC method to 
exchange a verifi cation picture. Th e pixel expansion is raised by one 
to accomplish the verifi cation function. 

Th e algorithm depended on the algorithm, and a more complex 
structure resulted in poor performance time. It was recommended 
that more research be done on the blowfi sh algorithm.

METHODOLOGY
Th e suggested approach is a resilient secret-key block cipher that 

boosts reliability by boosting intakes and altering the F-function 
of the present Blowfi sh. Th is research enhances effi  ciency without 
compromising the established Blowfi sh algorithm’s memory, 
security, and simplicity.

Enhanced blowfi sh iteration process

A new way to manipulate bits has been shown that uses a diff erent 
truth table to manipulate bits that work on 4-states to make intruders’ 
encryption methods more secure and keyspace bigger (0,1,2,3). Only 
the bits (0,1) are used in (XOR). Th e # symbol was used to refer to the 
operator in the truth tables seen in tables 1-4.

Th e new operation requires three inputs. A cross-point is defi ned 
as the intersection of two rows and columns in a table.

Th e proposed update utilizes the current procedure hash function 
(#) introduced in the original Blowfi sh algorithm during each round. 
An additional key is needed to apply this operation on both sides, a 
binary key that transforms into a 4-state key. Th e fi rst K1 key will be 
used with XL and Pi to produce the next. 

She left  part in each round of the initial Blowfi sh. Th e second key 
will use F(XL) and XR to create the correct position. All three inputs 
can be transformed from 64 bits to 32 digits, each of which can be one 
of four states (0, 1, 2, 3), i.e., converted to the corresponding decimal 
digits.

Figure 1: Existing blowfi sh Iteration process algorithm source [23,24].

Table: 1

#0 0 1 2 3

 0 3 2 1 0

1 2 3 0 1

2 3 0 1 2

3 0 1 2 3

Table: 2

#1 0 1 2 3

0 0 1 2 3

1 1 0 3 2

2 2 3 0 1

3 3 2 1 0

Table: 3

#1 0 1 2 3

0 0 1 2 3

1 1 0 3 2

2 2 3 0 1

3 3 2 1 0

Table: 4

#3 0 1 2 3

0 1 0 3 2

1 0 1 2 3

2 3 2 1 0

3 2 3 0 1
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Th e inputs should be ordered in this sequence to match the result 
in the table above.

Input 1: Input key/ password supplied by the user

Input 2: P-Array, gotten from the hexadecimal binary of pi

Input 3: half of the input 128 bits, i.e., XL

Th e new operation requires three inputs. Th e fi rst input specifi es 
the table number; the other two inputs provide the row and column 
numbers in the chosen table where the cross-point provides the 
result. An example of service is seen below:

Input 1: 0 1 3 1 2 3 1

Input 2: 3 2 1 0 1 1

Input 3: 1 0 0 2 1 2

———————————————-

Result: 1 0 0 1 2 3 2

It takes the ORDER KI, PI, XL

Where K1=b2 bit key, Pi=p array,xl=fi rst 32bit input from the left 

XL = 0010101001010101110101001011110111 000010101001010
101110101001011110111 0 0

Moreover, the value of Pi-1, which represent here the fi rst key, 
could be the binary number:

Pi = 10010100011101010101001001110100110 100101000111010
101010010011101001101

and the entered key, which represent the second key in the applied 
# operation, the binary number:

K1=111010100101010110101110101010010111 11101010010101
0110101110101010010111

Firstly, the three entered 32-bits binary numbers should be 
converted to a 4-states 16-digit numbers.

Pi ‘ = 2 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 3 1 0 3 1 2 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 3 1 0 3 1

xL ‘ = 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 2 3 3 1 3 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 2 3 3 
1 3 0

K1’ = 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 3

Th en the # operation applied according to table 3,4, 5, and 6, the 
result of Encryption will be:

New XL = 3 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 
1 2 0 1 0 0

If we reverse the whole operation, we will get the initial, which is 
the result of the decryption operation that equal to the original data:

K1’ = 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 3

Pi’ = 2 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 3 1 0 3 1 2 1 1 0 1 3 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 3 1 0 3 1

New XL = 3 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 1 0 0 3 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 
1 2 0 1 0 0

XL = 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 2 3 3 1 3 0 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 0 2 3 3 1 3 0

Existing F- function

Existing function F is as follows:-

Divide XL into four eight-bit quarters: a, b, c, and d

S1a= fi rst S BOX WITH 8 BITS,S2b = second SBOX WITH 8 
BITS,S3C = THIRD S BOX WITH 8 BITS AND S4d = fourth S BOX 
WITH 8 BITS

   32 32  ( 1,  2,  2   3 )  4  2 , ,  F X S S mod XOR S S moda cL b d            (1)

Enhance function F2

Without violating the security requirements, the Blowfi sh 
function F was modifi ed as follows and shown in Figure 3: 

    64 (  ,  2   )1 1 2 3 4F xL S xor S S mod xor S 
                (2)

    (    )5 72 6 8F xL S xor S xorS xor S
                     (3)        

     ,1 2F xL F xL F xL   
       

                 (4)

Figure 2: Existing blowfi sh function F [23-26].
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Figure 3: Modifi ed blowfi sh function F.
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Generating F functions F1 and F2, each with four S –boxes, 
concatenating the F1 and F2 gives the fi nal F(xL).

Th is modifi cation upgrades the original 64 bits Function F to 128 
bits Function F, reducing time.

Fiestal structure

In order to improve the security of the blowfi sh method, two 
function keys, K1 and K2, are utilized, which the users may use to 
substitute XOR and provide to the # function. Th e input size is also 
increased to 128 bits, making it possible to protect data in a short 

amount of time.

Signifi cance of enhancing blowfi sh

1. Th e processing time of an algorithm is decreased when 
compared with an original algorithm.

2. Here 1 - ADDITION and 4 XOR are used, but the original 
F1- function uses 2- addition and 1XOR

3. It takes 128 bits as the input intake, which reduces the number 
of iterations when large  fi les are encrypted.

4. Th e #- function to replace XOR in the fi estal process makes it 
diffi  cult to attack.

5. It improves the security standard.

6. It is complicated for the attackers to realize that the 
F-functions is modifi ed, and chances of the attacker are slim 
when compared to the original Blowfi sh.

7. 8 S- boxes were generated with Two F functions which are 
hard to cryptanalysis.

8. Th e avalanche eff ect states that a minor change in the plaintext 
(or key) should signifi cantly change the ciphertext. 

Avalanche Eff ect = (Number of Changed bit in ciphertext) /
(Number of bits in ciphertext).

A good cipher should always satisfy an avalanche > 50%. 

SIMULATED ANALYSIS OF BLOWFISH 
ALGORITHM

 (Table 1) reveals that Modifi ed Blowfi sh Algorithm (MBA) has 
an average of 22.10 ms while Blowfi sh Algorithm (BA) is 27.12 ms. 
Rounds were reduced to 8 to off set the time gap. While the initial 
algorithm appears quicker than the updated version, 128-bit block 
size is still used. Extending block size to 128-bit decreases the risk 
for dual block leakage, enhancing security. Th e 64-bit mark is around 
32 gigabytes (232 blocks of 8 bytes). A 1TB drive is encrypted with 
32 redundant blocks. (Table 5) shows the Comparison speed central 
generation for various fi le sizes in milliseconds.

(Table 6) shows the encryption in milliseconds utilizes various 
fi le sizes compared with the Two Fish Algorithm (TA).

(Table 7) shows the Decryption period in milliseconds utilizing 
various fi le sizes.

An appropriate characteristic of any encryption algorithm is that 
a minor fundamental change will trigger a wide text discrepancy. 
Compared to Blowfi sh, the avalanche eff ect of modifi ed Blowfi sh 
ensured that the algorithm’s diff usion was not aff ected by changes 
in the F- functions. (Figure 4) indicates the avalanche percentage. It 
can be deduced from the fi gure below that our developed Algorithm 
for Blowfi sh outperforms the existing algorithm with 99% accuracy. 
As the number of rounds increases, then the avalanche eff ect also 
increases. Th e higher the number of avalanches, the higher the 
security; the revised algorithm suggested a more signifi cant avalanche 
and improved safety. (Figure 5) describes the Blowfi sh impact and 
proposed modifi ed Blowfi sh

( Figure 6) describes the input size with the computation speed for 
diff erent fi le sizes. Th e result is improved for modifying Blowfi sh than 
with normal Blowfi sh.
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Figure 4: Enhanced blowfi sh iteration process.

Figure 5: Blowfi sh impact and proposed modifi ed blowfi sh.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Th is paper suggests an improved 128-bit block size and 128-bit key 

Blowfi sh algorithm, which modifi es the initial blowfi sh architecture 
with more s-boxes to reduce menarches. Results demonstrate that the 
modifi ed algorithm remains suffi  cient for the P-array and S-boxes to 
achieve original storage performance. Since the modifi ed Blowfi sh 
algorithm is faster than the Two algorithms, the reason is the rise 
in block size and simplicity of the Blowfi sh Algorithm. Th e revised 
Blowfi sh is quicker and has better output effi  ciency than Blowfi sh’s 
related algorithm—two fi sh. Th e crypto-based modifi ed Blowfi sh 
algorithm has passed entropy and frequency checking. A 128-bit key 
will take a 5e+025-year brute force attack, making it impossible to 
use brute force and the algorithm for data security or fi le encryption 
experiments. Other researchers may study the modifi ed algorithm for 
potential hardware optimization work.
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